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INTRO

THE RIDE OF YOUR LIFE
…BUT HOW DOES IT HAPPEN?

In this day and age, we all expect more. We want more efficiency. We want functionality and
performance. When it comes to our motorcycles, we crave the raw experience of a vintage
two-wheeler, but the frantic pace of a 21st century lifestyle necessitates versatility. KTM is all
about READY TO RACE flair and real riding sensation and our model lines are some of the most
technologically advanced on the market today.
The latest progress with electronics and how this enhances the thrill of a KTM is now a crucial
factor when it comes to considering your next motorcycle. Bikes can do more than ever before
and the ‘jargon’ can be overwhelming. This guide intends to outline how and why a little ‘orange’
in your garage is not only the most exciting move you could make, but also one of the best as a
motorcyclist of any skill or ability.
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ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM
CORNERING-ABS, COMBINED-ABS,
SUPERMOTO- AND OFFROAD MODE

Wrenching torque and the excitement of winding on the throttle: this sensation is at the heart of any
motorcycling experience. Adrenaline pumps hard when tackling corners and flowing through on a
perfect line. Tipping into a turn is a thrill unique to biking, and is now even easier and more secure
thanks to the technical advances of KTM Street models.
Riders have to be ready to encounter all eventualities on the road. The provision of an Anti-Lock
Braking System (ABS) is the minimum we expect from a bike in 2018. At KTM, the technical
advancements in safety have enabled riders to get the most from their rides. This includes
innovations with lean-angle sensors, cornering and combined ABS, as well as special ABS modes.
Read on to find out more.
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ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM
DISENGAGEABLE ABS IS STANDARD IN ALL KTM STREET MOTORCYCLES
ABS WITH SUPERMOTO MODE
 KTM 390 DUKE
KTM 690 DUKE (optional)

CORNERING AND COMBINED ABS WITH OFFROAD MODE 
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S

ABS WITH OFFROAD MODE 
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE R
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE (optional)

CORNERING AND COMBINED ABS WITH SUPERMOTO MODE
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT

CORNERING ABS WITH SUPERMOTO MODE 
KTM 790 DUKE
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R

ABS
Effectively reducing speed over varying distances is a demanding
process for the motorcycle. Braking is most effective when the
wheel grips the road surface and ABS – in its most basic form –
detects wheel speed and controls the brake pressure to ensure
that the wheels of the bike keep rolling and the rider is in control
until the bike comes to a standstill.
The advantages of ABS are obvious, and the technology is probably one of the most important breakthroughs for motorcycling in
the last thirty years. The rider can smoothly
gauge the whole braking procedure and maintain the direction of
travel, thanks to the complex and reliable system.

CORNERING AND COMBINED ABS
The evolution of ABS for cornering involves a lean angle sensor
(IMU) – another dimension of measuring the brake force depending on how much the bike is cranked into a turn. When the
motorcycle is tipped over, then the ABS kicks in gradually, modulating braking pressure on a smoother scale to improve handling
at arguably a rider’s most vulnerable moment.
Combined ABS brings the rear brake into play at the same time
the front lever is squeezed to optimize stability. Using data from
the lean angle sensor, braking force is regulated between the
front and rear of the bike to augment efficiency at all times.

SUPERMOTO AND OFFROAD MODE
There will be times when riders want to use their machines for
a specific purpose and need to adjust the settings accordingly.
SUPERMOTO mode allows the user to lock the rear wheel, when
required, to suit the nature of Supermoto riding and deliberately
executed slides. The ABS remains active on the front wheel
but is reduced and the anti-stoppie element of the electronic
assistance is also disengaged. OFFROAD mode provides a similar
provision when it comes to rear wheel grip and ABS acts on the
front end of the bike to find the best traction.
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TRACTION CONTROL

TRACTION CONTROL
TC AND MTC
MSR (MOTOR SLIP REGULATION)

Maintaining pace, speed and rhythm while getting the most from engine performance is
essential when in the saddle. Traction Control involves sophisticated programming between
sensors and software that influence how the machine is reacting. It assists riders from beginner
to expert level in exploiting the best of what a KTM can offer. You not only gain more consistency
and satisfaction from your adventures, but also relax in the knowledge that the motorcycle will
respond to any swift or sudden technical demand.
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TRACTION CONTROL
TC 
KTM 690 DUKE (optional)
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE R
MTC 
KTM 790 DUKE
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R

TRACK MODE 
KTM 790 DUKE
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R (optional)
OFF-ROAD MODE 
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE (optional)
KTM 1090 ADVENTURE R
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R

TC (TRACTION CONTROL)
Traction Control is a term widely used in the automotive industry
and is now a common facility on a great many vehicles on the
market. At its most basic definition ‘TC’ works by reacting immediately if the rotational speed of the rear wheel is disproportionate to the front wheel or engine speed.
MTC (MOTORCYCLE TRACTION CONTROL)
Motorcycle Traction Control reduces the engine output with extremely smooth, barely perceptible throttle valve intervention,
until the system has reduced slippage to the best proportions for
the selected ride mode. Depending on that mode, MTC allows
three different levels of traction slip at the rear wheel: ‘SPORT’
is the one to use for a perceptible amount of slippage, ‘STREET’
keeps things smooth for comfortable, controllable riding with full
engine power, and ‘RAIN’ is all about early intervention and maximum grip in the wet.
MTC uses data from the lean angle sensor to activate the necessary engine power depending on the riding situation. When the
motorcycle is tipped over, the system will react appropriately and
slightly earlier. When the bike is in a straight line then it diminishes slightly to permit a degree of drift and allow for wheelies in
the sportier riding modes.

MSR (MOTOR SLIP REGULATION)
Another aspect of the overall package is MSR and it works in the
opposite way to traction control. If, due to shifting down or an
abrupt throttle-off, the engine drag torque is too high, the rideby-wire system balances the throttle as needed to ensure a controlled deceleration. MSR complements the slipper clutch and is
especially effective in low grip situations.

TRACTION CONTROL MODES
On certain models, like the 790 DUKE and 1290 SUPER
DUKE R, a TRACK mode provides a 9-step slip adjustment so
riders can alter the level of traction control according to their
preferences. Heading OFFROAD (and with appropriate motorcycles for the dirt) ride-by-wire limits the throttle response and
peak power, thus facilitating more wheelspin at the rear wheel for
maximum acceleration on loose surfaces and terrain. This particular mode gives boosted control over the degree of wheelspin.
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WP SEMI ACTIVE SUSPENSION

SEMI ACTIVE SUSPENSION
WP Semi-Active suspension is one of the most outstanding technical street bike developments
of the last ten years. It is a fine example of the depth of control riders can now exert over their
motorcycles at any given time or in any particular condition. Depending on the rider’s preferences
and the terrain, the suspension can be preset and even adjusted during the ride. The various
modes and levels of feedback ensure more comfort and sensitivity, increased performance and a
better overall riding experience. The semi active facility auto adjusts and assists to sharpen the
already acute handling. It is another asset to maximize safety, whether you’re out for a short blast
or a day-long cruise.
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WP SEMI ACTIVE SUSPENSION
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S

SENSORS AND THE SUSPENSION CONTROL UNIT
WP Semi-Active Suspension constantly regulates the damping
behavior by taking various sensor readings into account. The
system is controlled by the Suspension Control Unit (SCU) which
adapts the damping rates in real-time based on the information
provided by a set of stroke sensors and accelerometers attached
to areas of the bike. The rider can select several spectrums of
use: ‘SPORT’ (firm tuning of the spring components with strong
direct feedback from the chassis), ‘STREET’ (normal tuning with
direct feedback), ‘Comfort’ (soft with good feedback) and ‘OFFROAD’ (tuning for light offroad terrain).

DEFINED PRELOAD
In addition, the spring preload of the rear suspension can be
pegged at four pre-defined settings (‘Solo’, ‘Solo with luggage’,
‘Two-up’ and ‘Two-up with luggage’) – providing the perfect geometry in all situations regardless of whether the rider has a pillion or is carrying extra weight and baggage.
The versatility of the motorcycle therefore increases with the
slight variations needed for handling; meaning a KTM can adapt
to any need at any time.

BALANCING THE MOTORCYCLE
WP Semi-Active Suspension is important for the overall balance
of the motorcycle. Excessive front braking loads the bike in this
area (a ‘dive’) just as hard acceleration pushes weight and force
to the rear (a ‘squat’). When the control unit senses an impending dive or squat, it uses data from the motion sensors on the
bike to reduce this by increasing the pressure of the front or rear
suspension.
On more sporty models ‘diving’ can be beneficial for altering
the geometry of the bike and help quicker turning so the
‘anti dive’ element of the WP Semi-Active Suspension can
be disengaged; such capability is part of the ‘Sport’ mode
on the KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE GT.
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KTM MY RIDE

KTM MY RIDE
Mobile phones and portable devices are now much more than just a means of communication.
We rely on our gadgets for updates, information, guidance, entertainment and even physical
monitoring. While motorcycling might be viewed as one of the ‘great escapes’ in our lives, it is
important that we have access to the benefits of our technology while on the move.
That’s why Bluetooth-syncing a phone with KTM MY RIDE allows incoming calls and music,
displaying battery life and signal strength and, on some models, even navigation directions. All
this data appears on the dash and can be managed with the mode switch, keeping your hands
where they belong: on the handlebar.
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KTM MY RIDE
KTM 125 DUKE
KTM 390 DUKE
KTM 790 DUKE (optional)
KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S (with navigation)
KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R (with navigation)

RESPOND WHEN YOU WANT
Communication while stopped but still in the saddle has never
been easier on a KTM. The KTM MY RIDE software connects with
Bluetooth and not only lets you answer and engage with incoming
calls, but permits you to see who is making contact and even
see an associated image. And from the comfort of the handlebar
buttons, music tracks can be selected, paused and the volume
adjusted.

SEE MORE AND KNOW MORE
Download the KTM MY RIDE App and the world of navigation and
GPS possibilities become wider and much easier, thanks to the
link between the mobile device and the TFT display.
Simply negotiate the ‘pairing’ process to make the phone and the
bike ‘talk’ to each other and the information can then be relayed.
The App transmits turn-by-turn guidance, the distance to the
next navigation point, the street name and the arrival time/distance to the destination. In addition, audio guidance in various
languages and offline maps are also available.
Retrofittable to 2017 SUPER ADVENTURE S and R models.

FINDING YOUR WAY WITH MY RIDE
Connecting a Bluetooth-enabled Smartphone means more than
just co-ordinates and directions. Trips and routes can be saved
and loaded for repeat use to allow for forward-planning, and an
offline mode means a specific map can be downloaded and used
without consuming mobile data in roaming. KTM dealers and the
network for servicing and assistance come as custom icons on
the map. Thanks to the facility for the phone, incoming calls can
be monitored, and the phone’s audio player can also be cycled
through and selected via the bike’s controls.
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RIDE MODES

RIDE MODES
Refinements in engine management and electronics mean that motorcycles can now be shapeshifting entities. The rider can easily set – and then change - the bike’s power and behavior:
from track-based speedster to agile roadster or powerful cruiser. It can be just at home in the
rain as it is on the sun-kissed asphalt. Most KTM Street Motorcycles can be adjusted to fit
several ‘ride modes’, and the possibilities for variations in performance are growing. The choices
not only ensure more ‘customization’ for factors like surfaces and climate, but also how the rider
wants to extract potential from their bike.
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RIDE MODES
THROTTLE RESPONSE
TRACTION CONTROL
POWER		
ANTI-WHEELIE		

Sport
Reduced
Full
On

THROTTLE RESPONSE
TRACTION CONTROL
POWER		
ANTI-WHEELIE		

Smooth
Minimum
Reduced
On

THROTTLE RESPONSE
TRACTION CONTROL
POWER		
ANTI-WHEELIE		

Standard
Normal
Full
On

THROTTLE RESPONSE
TRACTION CONTROL
POWER		
ANTI-WHEELIE		

Custom
Custom (9 levels spin adjust)
Full
On or Off

THROTTLE RESPONSE
TRACTION CONTROL
POWER		
ANTI-WHEELIE		

Smooth
Maximum
Reduced
On

A FLICK OF A SWITCH
A clear digital display menu and switch system on the handlebar
are the only tools needed to significantly alter the characteristic
of a KTM. A rider’s throttle commands are then electronically
translated into throttle valve positions, perfectly suited to the
riding conditions. The various ride modes control several things
at the same time, while the ‘TRACK’ mode permits the rider to
adjust individual settings for a number of features.

PICK YOUR MODE AND MOVE OUT
The ride modes are: ‘SPORT’ (has the most direct throttle control, allows respectable drifts and a perceptible amount of slippage) ‘STREET’ (keeps things smooth for comfortable, controllable riding) ‘RAIN’ (is all about early intervention and maximum
grip in the wet) ‘OFFROAD’ (ride-by-wire limits the
throttle response and peak power for more wheelspin/slip on the
rear wheel) ‘TRACK’ (customize your ride, dial down the traction
control, smooth out the throttle, switch off the anti-wheelie).

RAISE THE STAKES WITH TRACK MODE
The TRACK mode is particularly appealing for Naked bikes or
similar models to really get the blood flowing. Disengaging the
anti-wheelie function hikes the fun factor and allows the front
end to be raised to the sky. Launch Control is also a component
of TRACK mode to support the user during a ‘racing’ start. Engine revs are held at an ideal rpm range, the rider dumps the
clutch and can pin the throttle. The Launch Control limits wheelspin and front wheel lift, as well as maintaining an optimum engine output. Further benefits involve the ability to personalize the
throttle response through the EFI mapping.
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OVERVIEW*

 ORNERING & COMBINED ABS
C
INCL. SUPERMOTO MODE
WP SEMI-ACTIVE
CORNERING LIGHTS
MTC

CORNERING ABS INCL. SUPERMOTO MODE
MTC
MOTOR SLIP REGULATION (MSR) (optional)
3 RIDE MODES (optional TRACK MODE)

CORNERING & COMBINED ABS INCL. OFFROAD MODE
MTC
KTM MY RIDE (with optional navigation)
WP SEMI-ACTIVE

CORNERING & COMBINED ABS INCL. OFFROAD MODE
MTC
KTM MY RIDE (with optional navigation)
CORNERING LIGHTS

ABS WITH OPTIONAL SUPERMOTO MODE
TRACTION CONTROL (optional)
MOTOR SLIP REGULATION (MSR) (optional)

CORNERING ABS INCL. SUPERMOTO MODE
MTC
4 RIDE MODES

ABS
TRACTION CONTROL
OFF-ROAD MODE (optional)

ABS
TRACTION CONTROL
OFF-ROAD MODE

KTM MY RIDE

ABS WITH SUPERMOTO MODE
KTM MY RIDE

ABS

ABS
RIDE BY WIRE

*Selection only, not all features mentioned.
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY

ANTI-WHEELIE
Anti-wheelie uses various inputs, such as the lean angle and
wheel sensors, to detect a rise of the front wheel and thus the reduction of grip and control on the track or the road. The traction
control system reduces engine torque to limit the height of the
wheelie depending on the setting chosen by the rider.

ATIR
Automatic Turn Indicator Reset keeps the indicators flashing
for a set time or distance before automatically disengaging. The
ATIR negates the need to manually stop the indicator. It also remains active while stationary until the motorcycle has performed
the necessary maneuver.
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GLOSSARY

BALANCER SHAFT
A balancer shaft is a weighted shaft that offsets vibrations in
the engine. From an initial design that’s over one hundred years
old, the balancer shaft is essentially hardware that rotates in the
opposite direction at twice the engine speed to remove second
order vibration.

DASHBOARD
Information unit, usually interactive, displayed at the front of
most KTM models. It supplies the rider with all necessary and
desirable info on a clearly arranged TFT display. On top of the obvious data (speed, revs, fuel level, etc.), the computer can show
a favorites menu with up to 8 adjustable features, an MSC ride
mode overview and a riding conditions page (outside/ oil temperature, onboard voltage, various trips, average speed,
average and current fuel consumption, range and the distance to
your next service).

CORNERING LIGHTS
KTM’s cornering lights use a series of LEDs aimed into the corner
to light up the path of the motorcycle. The lean angle sensor
and control unit ensure that the correct lights are activated for
illumination of the corner.

DLC COATING
DLC Coating stands for diamond-like carbon coating. It plays a
key role in strengthening, easing friction and boosting resistance
to wear of various components. DLC is a nanocomposite sheen
that has the unique properties of natural diamond. KTM uses it
on parts such as cam followers and piston pins, amongst others.

CRUISE CONTROL
KTM’s cruise control (which is a standard feature on a model like
the KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S) is the ideal solution for
long motorway treks. Switches on the left side of the handlebar
and a display in the TFT dashboard allow the rider to intuitively
set and modify the required speed. This combination of electronics and engine management saves energy and increases performance efficiency over long distances.

DRL
Daytime running light (DRL) is an LED lighting device on the
front of a KTM Street motorcycle, automatically switched on with
the ignition. It emits white light to increase the visibility of the
bike during daylight conditions.
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GLOSSARY

EFI
Electronic fuel injection (EFI) is a system developed to rely on
numerous sensors and data. It will apply adjustments to inject
the optimal amount of fuel into an engine that it needs to operate
under a variety of different conditions (such as when starting, the
engine’s speed and load, atmospheric and engine temperatures,
altitude, ignition timing, etc.)

HHC (HILL HOLD CONTROL)
The Hill Hold Control (HHC) prevents the motorcycle from accidentally rolling backwards. It identifies if the bike is on a slope
and at a standstill. After the rider has released the brake, the
function automatically keeps the brakes applied until you are
moving forward.

ENGINE MAP / THROTTLE CONTROL
An engine or throttle control map translates the input of the rider
(opening the throttle) into power delivery from the engine.
For example: for a more aggressive ride mode, like SPORT, the
engine will deliver power more quickly than in RAIN mode for the
same throttle engagement; the rider needs to twist the throttle
less to get the power out of the engine.

IMU (INERTIA MEASUREMENT UNIT)
Also known as a lean angle sensor, the IMU is a device that measures linear and angular motion usually with a triad of gyroscopes
and a collection of accelerometers. It is an essential component in the MSR and Cornering ABS capabilities on some KTM
STREET models.

FINGER FOLLOWERS
Finger followers sit between the camshaft lobe and the valve. The
cam lobe pushes the finger follower levers which in turn pushes
the top of the valve. The cylinder head uses the levers to allow
smaller cam lobes as well as provide a quicker valve opening,
a longer valve stroke and a straighter, more direct push on the
valve. This allows the motor to rev quicker and higher than engines in which the cams ride on the valve buckets.

LAUNCH CONTROL
Launch control is an electronic aid to assist riders in achieving
motion from a standing start. The rider opens the throttle fully
while the engine management keeps the rpm in the ideal range
for maximum acceleration.
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GLOSSARY

LED
A light-emitting diode (LED) product for use in lighting fixtures.
LEDs have a lifespan and electrical efficiency which are several
times greater than incandescent lamps and are significantly more
efficient than most fluorescent lamps with some chips able to
beam more than 300 lumens per watt.

PASC (POWER ASSIST SLIPPER CLUTCH)
A slipper clutch is a specialised clutch developed for performance-oriented motorcycles. It uses a freewheel mechanism to
reduce the effects of engine braking when riders decelerate. The
Power assist has a clutch design with diagonally arranged ramps
on the walls of the pressure cap and the inner clutch hub to compress the clutch pack when you accelerate.

MSR (MOTOR SLIP REGULATION)
If, due to quick downshifts or abrupt throttle chopping, the engine drag torque is too high, then the ride-by-wire system opens
the throttle just enough to prevent the rear wheel from locking
up. With the help of MSC, this system is also lean-angle sensitive. This is an optional extra on certain KTM models.

QUICKSHIFTER +
Allows upshifts and downshifts to be performed without the need
to pull the clutch lever. The main benefits include shorter shift
times and a more precise and smoother ride. The load reversal
impact in the rear wheel is noticeably reduced, traction is improved and the rider can keep full grip on the handlebar. The
Quickshifter+ uses two sensors: one on the gear shift lever that
detects movement on the shift lever rod when the rider upshifts,
so the system cuts the ignition instantaneously. A second sensor
detects the gear engagement, reapplies the injection and opens
the butterfly valve. When downshifting, the system matches the
engine speed to the speed of the lower gear. If desired, the system can also be switched off.

OPEN LATTICE
Most motorcycle swingarms have internal bracing whereas, at
KTM, the bracing is visible on the outside; KTM calls this an
open lattice construction. Following KTM’s purity principle, parts
that do not need to be hidden are redesigned, so they can be
shown, and the lattice design affords strength and stability.

RACE ON (REMOTE KEY SYSTEM)
Forget about keys for ignition and locked fuel caps. All you need
is the transponder in your pocket and the motorcycle will sense
your presence and proximity and be ready to go.
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GLOSSARY

RESONATOR CHAMBER
Technically known as a Helmholtz resonator in the intake, this is
an acoustic device used to control pressure wave harmonics. Air
bouncing back out of the engine and into the intake tube doesn’t
do it in a single pulse the way it would in a single intake runner;
the pistons put out pressure waves at their own intervals, and
some of those are going to try to bounce back in while others are
going out. The result is a “clog” or high-pressure area in your intake tube that ultimately limits airflow through almost the entire
rpm spectrum.

TPMS (TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM)
As its name implies, the TPMS uses sensors to monitor tire pressure (visible in the display) and warns the rider in the event of
pressure loss, perhaps due to unexpected damage.

RIDE-BY-WIRE
KTM’s Ride-By-Wire is more than simply the absence of a throttle
cable; it’s the guarantee of a smooth throttle response. It electronically translates the throttle commands of the rider into valve
positions perfectly suited to the situation. The system ensures
refined application of readily available and plentiful torque. The
RBW system is fully compliant with the strict
DIN 26262 safety-standard from the automobile sector.

TRELLIS FRAME
A trellis frame connects the steering head to the swingarm pivot
using a metal tube arranged in triangulated reinforcement. Using
lattice girder principles, a trellis frame is typically constructed of
round or oval section metal tubular segments that are welded or
brazed together. A well-designed trellis frame should provide a
strong, lightweight structure that simplifies placement of engine
and components, and gives good access for maintenance.

SEMI DRY SUMP
This component uses a pump to actively scavenge the oil from
the engine cases. Combining the advantages of a dry and wet
sump, it reduces the dimensions of the engine as there is no
need for a deep sump and reduces friction.

TWIN SPARK IGNITION
Twin (or dual) spark ignition uses two spark plugs per cylinder
for better combustion. It leads to more efficiency and as a result
more power but also drops consumption and emissions.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Do not imitate!
The riders illustrated are professional motorcycle riders. The photos were taken on closed racing circuits or closed
roads. KTM wishes to make all motorcyclists aware that they need to wear the prescribed protective gear and
always ride in a responsible manner in accordance with the relevant and applicable provisions of the road traffic
regulations.
Only the homologated versions of the motorbikes promoted in this brochure are suitable for road use. The
warnings and hazard notices in the owner’s manual must be observed without fail when purchasing a motorcycle
and using it for the first time (especially the prescribed speed limits). Some items in the KTM PowerParts product
line are not approved for use on public roads in certain circumstances (varies from country to country). Please
contact your KTM dealer for further information. The illustrated vehicles may vary in selected details from the
production models and some illustrations feature optional equipment available at additional cost. All information
concerning the scope of supply, appearance, services, dimensions and weights is non-binding and specified with
the proviso that mistakes, printing, setting and typing errors may occur; such information is subject to change
without notice. Please note that model specifications may vary from country to country.

KTM SPORTMOTORCYCLE GMBH
5230 Mattighofen, Austria
www.ktm.com

